INTEGRATION JOINT BOARD

24 JUNE 2021

BARRA AND VATERSAY COMMUNITY CAMPUS
Report by CnES Chief Executive and Director for Investment Delivery

PURPOSE OF REPORT

To provide the Board with an update on the progress of the Barra and
Vatersay Community Campus project.

COMPETENCE
1.1

There are no legal, financial, equalities or other constraints to the recommendations being
implemented.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1

The development and delivery of the project continues to be overseen by the Project Executive Board,
co-chaired by Malcolm Burr and Gordon Jamieson, with the key areas of progress since last reported
to the Integration Joint Board in February 2021 being:
• Cross-directorate workshop with relevant Scottish Government directorates and HHP held 9 April
2021
• Initial meeting of the Community Stakeholder Advisory Group (note of meeting, pending approval
of next meeting, included as Appendix 1 to the Report) and publication of updated FAQs paper
(included as Appendix 2 to the Report)
• Continuing development of concept design and engagement with key service providers across the
Comhairle, Health and Social Care Partnership, NHS Western Isles and Hebridean Housing
Partnership; including detailed development of Authority Construction Requirements (ACRs) and
Room Data Sheets (RDSs);
• Participation in a campus-wide study associated with the HAI-SCRIBE process (Healthcare
Associated Infection System for Controlling Risk in the Built Environment)
• Development and implementation of a project Social Value and Community Benefit strategy
• Ongoing implementation of construction delivery strategy with focus on supply chain engagement
and development of updated project Cost Plan as part of hubNorth Stage 1 process;

2.2

The effective management of strategic and operational risk remains a key task for the Project Executive
Board and delivery team with reviews undertaken and reported to the Board on a monthly basis. A
summary of the highest-level risks and the respective mitigation measures is provided within the body
of the Report. Perhaps of greatest significance at this time is the volatility of the current supply chain
market, the availability and cost of key construction materials and the impact these have on the
quantum and certainty of the project cost and hence affordability.

2.3

More detailed accounts of the progress achieved against each of these points are included in the body
of the Report.
RECOMMENDATION

3.1

It is recommended that the Board note the Report

Contact Officer:
Background Papers:
Appendix:

Malcolm Burr, Chief Executive, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
Iain Mackinnon, Director for Investment Delivery, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
None
1 BVCC Cross-Directorate Workshop 9 April 2021; Workshop Presentation
2 BVCC Community Stakeholder Advisory Group; note of meeting 26 April 2021; pending approval
3 BVCC FAQs Paper; April 2021
4 Briefing Note – Materials Shortages; RICS May 2021

BACKGROUND
4.1

The general progress of the development and delivery process is regularly reported to the monthly
meetings of the Project Executive Board and to each meeting of the Comhairle’s Investment Delivery
Board and Policy & Resources Committee. Progress updates are also provided to the Integration
Joint Board and the NHS Western Isles Board.

4.2

The development and delivery of the project continues to be taken forward with the key areas of
progress since last reported to the Comhairle in March 2021 being:
• Cross-Directorate Workshop with relevant Scottish Government directorates and HHP held 9
April 2021
• Initial meeting of the Community Stakeholder Advisory Group (note of meeting, pending
approval of next meeting, included as Appendix 2 to the Report) and publication of updated
FAQs paper (included as Appendix 3 to the Report)
• Continuing development of concept design and engagement with key service providers across
the Comhairle, Health and Social Care Partnership, NHS Western Isles and Hebridean Housing
Partnership; including detailed development of Authority Construction Requirements (ACRs)
and Room Data Sheets (RDSs);
• Participation in a campus-wide study associated with the HAI-SCRIBE process (Healthcare
Associated Infection System for Controlling Risk in the Built Environment)
• Ongoing implementation of construction delivery strategy with focus on supply chain
engagement and development of updated project Cost Plan as part of hubNorth Stage 1
process;
• Review of hubNorth “standard-form” Design and Build Delivery Agreement (DBDA) in context
of proposed phased approach to development and delivery process
COLLABORATION WITH SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT

5.1

The project Investment Business Case, prepared on principles set out in the Scottish Government’s
Scottish Capital Investment Manual (SCIM), was circulated to colleagues in the Hebridean Housing
Partnership and Scottish Government Learning, Health and Housing directorates on 10 February
2021.

5.2

A cross-directorate workshop involving participants from Scottish Government, the Comhairle, NHS
Western Isles and the Hebridean Housing Partnership was held on 9 April 2021. A copy of the
presentation slides, which includes the key objectives for the workshop, is included as Appendix 1 to
the Report with the overarching outcomes sought being positive responses to the following:
✓

Is there cross Directorate consensus to endorse the continuation of the BVCC Project to Stage 1
design and on to Financial Close, including incurring the associated costs?

✓

What steps can be taken to explore further funding sources to bridge the funding gap?

✓

Would a further Gateway Review, to follow up the review held in October 2020, provide further
assurance including that the recommendations have been implemented and there remains high
confidence in the successful delivery of the project?

5.3

In summary, there was good consensus that the development of the project should continue to Stage
1 conclusion and that a follow-up review would indeed be beneficial. It was however felt important
that matters associated with project cost and affordability, and the establishment of a crossdirectorate approach to project approval and assurance, including clarification re a need for the
project to be considered by the NHS Heath CIG and some form of Final Business Case (FBC), be
concluded in greater detail prior to the follow-up review.

5.4

It was also agreed that a further workshop be scheduled but the timing of which would link to any
consideration of the project by the Health CIG and the conclusion of the Stage 1 report.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
6.1

Whilst the delivery team is aware of continuing questions regarding certain aspects of the project
within the community and of the “Halt the Hub” campaign on the internet, the Comhairle has not
received any formal petition from the organiser(s) of the campaign. The delivery team does not
therefore have a full understanding of the nature of the concerns and, with the campaign being
available on-line, has no knowledge of how many signatories are resident within the community.
Further discussion will take place through local representatives and groups on these issues.

6.2

The delivery team is however also aware of support for the project from other sections within the
community and, in any event, continue to work with local Comhairle members, the two Community
Councils and the Community Stakeholders Advisory Group, the first meeting of which was held at the
end of April, to ensure as much information is available to representative groups and the wider
community on Barra and Vatersay.

6.3

Alongside regular reporting to the Comhairle and the IJB, both of which are in the public domain, the
Director for Investment Delivery continues to provide regular verbal updates to the Barra and
Vatersay Economic Regeneration Forum (and will continue to do so to the Area Regeneration Forum
in due course), to provide regular updates through local media, specifically Guth Bharraidh. In
addition, the delivery team has recently published an updated Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
paper, which is included as Appendix 3 to the Report.

6.4

As COVID-19 restrictions ease, it is also planned to establish a Project Base in Castlebay which will
provide a valuable resource as a venue for providing information to the community on a less formal
“drop-in” basis and for the gradually increasing number of delivery team members visiting the island.
HAI-SCRIBE ASSESSMENT

7.1

The impacts of and outcomes arising from the COVID-19 pandemic are being considered by the
project delivery team in the context of the design, specification and operation of the Community
Campus project and facilities.

7.2

The development of the healthcare element of the Community Campus will, in any event, include a
design review under the HAI-SCRIBE process (Healthcare Associated Infection System for Controlling
Risk in the Built Environment), which comprises the identification, elimination or management of
built environment infection prevention and control risks.

7.3

As part of an ongoing exercise to learn lessons from the pandemic, the Scottish Futures Trust (SFT)
are working with Scottish Government, local authorities, consultants and delivery partners to identify
opportunities and challenges for future public sector buildings. This could encompass a wide range
of issues such as interaction of user groups, space allocation, delivering services digitally and infection
control.

7.4

The topic of infection prevention and control is more highly developed in health care facilities than
other parts of the public sector estate, and it is suggested that there may be an opportunity for
knowledge transfer which could potentially improve the design, construction and operation of, for
example, community and education buildings.

7.5

The SFT has consulted with health and education directorates within Scottish Government and have
received confirmation that they are supportive of this initiative and are keen to understand the
potential learning to both sectors. Discussion was also held with Health Facilities Scotland (HFS) who
have also been supportive and indicated a willingness to assist with introducing their infection control
design review process to relevant projects.

7.6

The SFT has identified a number of projects in different local authorities in Scotland which are at
design stage and aim to combine community, education and health facilities. The Barra and Vatersay
Community Campus is seen as a key project as it is already a pathfinder in terms of integrated services
and is at a suitable stage of development to allow meaningful knowledge transfer and it was
proposed to extend the HAI-SCRIBE review to encompass all elements of the project, maximising the
learning for all areas.

7.7

The Project Executive Board agreed that the Community Campus project participate in the knowledge
transfer exercise and case study proposed by the SFT and the review and assessment process is
ongoing in collaboration with multi-disciplinary teams from the Comhairle, NHSWI, the SFT and HFS.
SOCIAL VALUE AND COMMUNITY BENEFIT

8.1

The background to the concepts of and benefits which can be realised from Social Value and
Community Benefit initiatives were reported to the Project Executive Board in April 2021 and the
importance of social value, community benefit and a long-lasting positive legacy arising from
infrastructure investment in remote and rural communities such as Barra and Vatersay was
recognised.

8.2

The project Social Value and Community Benefit Working Group was established in November 2020
and continues to meet on a monthly basis. The key areas of progress include:
• The ongoing mapping of key actions from the Local Regeneration Plan to the project Social Value
Themes and Outcomes; twelve priorities to be shortlisted to six for implementation as part of
delivery of project
• Development of a strategy for engagement with education authority and school management,
school staff and pupils, Skills Development Scotland
• Development of strategy associated with re-use and/or disposal of modular decant units and
existing Comhairle and NHSWI-owned properties following construction of Community Campus;
and
• Planning for future engagement with local and islands-based supply chain by hNSL Tier 1 and
Tier 2 suppliers
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION PROCUREMENT AND PROJECT COST

9.1

The continuing development of the concept design through engagement with key service providers
across the Comhairle, Health and Social Care Partnership, NHS Western Isles and Hebridean Housing
Partnership continues and, subject to a small number of remaining layout and adjacency issues, is
substantially complete.

9.2

Notwithstanding the remaining issues, this has enabled the delivery team to progress with a number
of multi-disciplinary workshops involving technical and operational teams from the Comhairle,
NHSWI and HHP, the outcomes of which are informing the detailed development of Authority
Construction Requirements (ACRs) and Room Data Sheets (RDSs).

9.3

Linked to this is the establishment of operational management arrangements seeking close
collaboration between the Comhairle, NHSWI, the H&SC partnership and HHP as the owners of the
key elements of the Community Campus. An exercise identifying and evaluating the options
associated with potential options is, at the time of writing, ongoing and it is already recognised that
a major challenge for each organisation will be the resultant revenue costs associated with putting
in place proper lifecycle and facilities management arrangements for the new facility within the scope
of existing revenue budgets.

9.4

The Investment Business Case submitted to Scottish Government in February 2021 included a Project
Cost Plan which set out the estimated cost of the project, totalling £53.9m and how, potentially, this
could be allocated across the three main project shareholders, being the Comhairle, NHSWI and HHP.
The IBC also set out details of the current funding package, totalling £51.0m and highlighted the
funding shortfall at that time of £2.9m.

9.5

In parallel to shareholders seeking to augment the funding package, the delivery team are refining
the project seeking to at least provide greater certainty for the estimated cost. Given a number of
current and emerging circumstances, this is proving increasingly difficult and recent developments
within the scope of the project and the national and global construction and supply chain markets
pose a significant risk to the estimated cost, programme and hence overall deliverability of the
project.

9.6

The most significant of these relates to the increasing demands on the construction sector arising
from the availability and cost of key construction materials and from the increasing demand for
construction workers in the short to medium terms. Both of these factors will undoubtedly impact
the procurement and construction of infrastructure projects at UK and Scottish levels and therefore
pose a risk to the Community Campus project.

9.7

A briefing note recently published by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), which sets
out the scale and nature of challenges arising from materials shortages at a global level, is included
as Appendix 4 to the Report.

9.8

As can be seen, these shortages are said to be the result of a number of compound factors: COVID19 has affected supply from mills and factories; supply chain bottlenecks due to global demand
shocks, container shortages and port delays; construction demand rose quite sharply in the second
half of 2020 after initial lockdown; increased administration at UK ports affecting imports and exports
due to the UK EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement; and sharp rises in shipping costs and temporary
surcharges.

9.9

According to the Construction Leadership Council, plastics, cement, timber, roof tiles, bricks and
imported materials such as plumbing and electrical products are in short supply. Overall the number
of construction materials experiencing shortages and price increases is trending upwards.

9.10

In addition, the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) published a Report on 9 June 2021
identifying the need for an extra 26,250 construction workers in Scotland by the end of 2025. Whilst
this can be seen as a positive opportunity for those seeking career opportunities in the construction
industry in Scotland and the UK, the figures do demonstrate the scale of the current shortfall in such
resources within the country.

9.11

This will likely have an impact on the capacity and the appetite of the wider supply chain to engage
competitively with the project’s delivery partners as part of the Community Campus procurement
strategy and will, in turn, likely have an adverse impact on the cost and the certainty of it at this stage
in the process.

9.12

The project delivery team is working with hubNorth Scotland Ltd and the construction delivery
partner in the updating of the February 2021 Cost Plan in light of these and other emerging issues
and, at the time of writing, a revised Cost Plan is scheduled to be considered in the first instance by
the Project Executive Board at the meeting to be held in July 2021.

RISK MANAGEMENT
10.1

The effective and efficient management of risk is considered a key requirement of quality project
management. A project-wide Risk Register has been compiled by the Project Delivery Team to reflect
project risks as they are currently understood. Each risk has been assessed using a standard 5 by 5
matrix of Likelihood (Probability) x Impact (Consequence) to determine individual risk scores.
Appropriate risk management/mitigation measures or actions have been identified to reduce risk
and each risk has been assigned a Risk Owner responsible for ensuring the actions are implemented.

10.2

The Risk Register is reviewed monthly and the outcomes reported to each meeting of the Project
Executive Board. Details of the full Risk Register are available to the Comhairle from the Director of
Investment Delivery on request.

10.3

At the most recent report at the end of May 2021, of a total of 60 identified risks, there are ten risks
which are now rated as Very High. These are principally and inevitably in relation to project
affordability and programme (now both rated as 25), community and stakeholder engagement, land
ownership/occupancy, and the cost and logistics of needing to provide temporary school
accommodation and sports facilities during the decant period. The mitigations for these risks are, in
the main, focused on reducing uncertainty in these areas.

10.4

There are currently 15 risks rated as High, principally in respect of project governance and
management arrangements, project whole-life costs specifically those associated with achieving and
maintaining LEIP energy performance targets, an aspiration for a common cross-directorate
assurance process , road safety, and community and local supply chain engagement. The main
mitigations in place for these risks are centred on the development and implementation of strategies
and plans to reduce risk as the project progresses.

Appendix 1

BARRA AND VATERSAY COMMUNITY CAMPUS
BVCC INVESTMENT CASE

Draft 25 March 2021

BVCC Investment Case Summary
The Barra and Vatersay Community Campus (BVCC) Investment Case:•

Responds to the challenge from the Infrastructure Commission for Scotland to take a collaborative and
integrated approach to the provision of public services

•

Will build on the learning from the pandemic that brought about new ways of doing things and provide the
means for the integration of public services on Barra and Vatersay

•

Provides a tangible post-Covid asset that will leverage growth for the islands well into the 21st century.

•

Will be a key foundation stone in the long-term vision of growing the population of Barra and Vatersay.

Draft 25 March 2021

The Strategic Case
The BVCC Project :-

•

Aligns with recommendations from SG and its advisors about the future shape and structure of integrated,
shared facilities in unique island settings

•

Demonstrates a clear case for change that delivers synergy from integrated working both across the islands
and through the innovative facility of the Community Campus

•

Its vision has the buy-in from all stakeholders, including Barra and Vatersay citizens, partner organisations,
staff and service users

•

Its objectives show the clear link from the proposed Community Campus to a better future for Barra and
Vatersay, including population growth and sustainability through community resilience, standard of living
and citizen well-being

•

Identifies benefits that are demonstrably tangible and can be measured for their success

• Workshop Objective 1 - Endorsement that the strategic case has been clearly set out
Draft 25 March 2021

The Economic Case
Underpinning the BVCC project:-

•

All project parties taking an holistic view of the benefits to be realised by service users, citizens, staff and partners, which
lay the foundation stones for long-term growth and resilience for Barra and Vatersay

•

An innovative project that is value for money as a whole rather than merely being a sum of the individual parts. The
BVCC aligns very well with the aspirations of SG – Islands Strategy, Infrastructure, Place, Connectedness – so as a
Pathfinder offers societal returns and value for money that will help transform Barra and Vatersay.

•

A rigorous option development and appraisal process with a preferred option that has the support of all stakeholders

•

An equally rigorous costing and benchmarking approach to underpin value for money

•

An assurance process that encompasses key criteria on the critical path to project success

•

Positive Social Value underpinned by SMART Objectives and measurable goals

•

A legacy from the BVCC is far-reaching in its scope and depth

• Workshop Objective 2 - Receive observations and views on the case as set out
• Workshop Objective 3 - Agree any additional information required for final submission

Draft 25 March 2021

The Commercial Case
•

The BVCC Project has been effectively progressed to this point notwithstanding COVID-19 restrictions, providing greater
confidence that it can be successfully delivered.

•

hub North Scotland Ltd has the team and track record to meet the challenges posed by such a multi-organisation project
in a remote area of Scotland

•

There is a commitment among project partners to achieve economic impact on Barra and Vatersay through maximising
the use of local contractors and supply chain, contributing to the legacy of skills enhancement and tangible employment

•

There are clearly identifiable areas of “value-added” brought to the project by hNSL and its supply chain

•

The project has the right level of technical expertise and the latest in modern project services to draw to meet the
challenges that will no doubt be encountered on the path to completion.

• Workshop Objective 4 - Confirmation that the case clearly sets out the benefits of the project
• Workshop Objective 5 - Endorsement that the ongoing assurance arrangements are supported
• Workshop Objective 6 - Assurance that the case demonstrates the team’s commitment to maximising
Social Value and legacy for the communities of Barra and Vatersay

Draft 25 March 2021

The Financial Case
Key aspects:•

Logical basis for deriving and allocating costs, and scenarios that reflect all project phases including schools
decant, construction, and achieving SG energy targets

•

Robust assumptions that underpin costs, reflecting a wide range of factors across Health, Education and Social
Care, along with community users

•

Detailed benchmark comparisons with other Education, Health and Social care facilities across Scotland, showing
comparable space allocation and cost

•

Deep understanding of the location costs of building on Barra and Vatersay, and a realistic reflection in our cost
proposals

•

A strategy to meet futureproofing in terms of energy, recognising both the cost implications and long-term
benefits

•

Recognition of the current funding shortfall framing discussions with all partners in order to identify further
funding routes for this Pathfinder initiative

•

Continuing refinement and challenge to balance value for money, Social Value and the long-term aim of achieving
sustainability for the community

Draft 25 March 2021

The Financial Case
• Workshop Objective 7 - Acknowledgement that, notwithstanding every effort has been made to keep the
cost down, a funding gap exists
• Workshop Objective 8 - Acceptance that due to the remoteness of the island and the logistics of this that
this will create a high cost project
• Workshop Objective 9 - Discussion on how to explore any other funding streams which might be available
to support the wider community benefits of the project

Draft 25 March 2021

The Management Case
Key features:-

•

Independent and peer reviews which have expressed confidence in the direction of travel of the BVCC
project

•

Effective project governance to ensure close monitoring of progress, achievement of objectives, resolution
of disputes, and value for money

•

A project designed around the inter-relationships of Project Objectives, Social Value and Social and
Economic Regeneration

•

A Benefits Realisation Plan that ensures that projected benefits will be delivered in practice, underpinned
by effective approaches to communication and timescale management

•

A commitment to change management so that work done today ensures the operational effectiveness and
efficiency of the BVCC tomorrow

•

A robust approach to risk that will be proactively monitored and actioned in anticipation of what is to come

Draft 25 March 2021

The Management Case
• Workshop Objective 10 - Acknowledge the uniqueness of the project and the unprecedented cross
boundary working required to deliver a pathfinder project
• Workshop Objective 11 – Note the intention that the ongoing learning from this project will help to inform
future processes and associated governance arrangements for public sector projects
• Workshop Objective 12 - Recognise the challenges this approach poses to all involved in the project and
seek to continue ongoing dialogue and communication with this group

Draft 25 March 2021

What Next?
• Is there cross Directorate consensus to endorse the continuation of the BVCC Project to Stage 1 design and
on to Financial Close, including incurring the associated costs?
• What steps can be taken to explore further funding sources to bridge the funding gap?

• Would a further Gateway Review, to follow up the review held in October 2020, provide further assurance
including that the recommendations have been implemented and there remains high confidence in the
successful delivery of the project?

Draft 25 March 2021

Appendix 2
NHS WESTERN ISLES
COMHAIRLE NAN EILEAN SIAR
BARRA AND VATERSAY COMMUNITY CAMPUS
COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER ADVISORY GROUP

Meeting held on 26 April 2021 (via MS Teams)
ATTENDEE

ORGANISATION

ATTENDEE

ORGANISATION

Malcolm Burr

CnES Chief Executive (Chair)

Gordon Jamieson

NHSWI Chief Executive

Ann McCarlie

Hub North Scotland –
Project Director

Jack Libby

WI Health and Social Care Partnership

Becky Maclean

CnES - Early Years Manager

Jessie Macneil

Brian Currie

Castlebay and Vatersay CC

John Maciver

Ch Insp Alasdair Macleod

Police Scotland

Katie MacNeil

Barra and Vatersay Patients Panel

Cllr Donald Manford

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

Lachlan Macpherson

NHS Western Isles

Cllr Iain A MacNeil

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

Malcolm Macpherson

CnES – Customer Services Manager

Cllr Paul Steele

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

Margaret Anne Beggs

Cobhair Bharraigh

Donald MacAulay

Scottish Ambulance Service

Marion MacNeil

Castlebay School Parents Council

Emma Macsween

WI Health and Social Care Partnership

Mary Clare Ferguson

CnES - Senior Education Officer

Eoin MacNeil

Third Sector
(Voluntary Action Barra & Vatersay)

Theresa Irving

Barra Childcare Centre/
Northbay Community Council

Iain G Macneil

Barra Sports Forum

Tony Wade

CnES – Sports Facilities Manager

Iain Mackinnon

CnES Director for Investment Delivery

APOLOGIES

ORGANISATION

Euan Scott

Coimhearsnachd Bharraidh agus
Bhatarsaidh Ltd

Moira Anderson

NHSWI Project Director

Nick Fayers

WI Health and Social Care Partnership

ITEM 1:

WI Health and Social Care
Locality Planning Group
Hebridean Housing Partnership –
Director of Operations

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

The Chair welcomed all attendees to the inaugural meeting of the Community Stakeholders Advisory Group.
ITEM 2:

COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER ADVISORY GROUP (CSAG) TERMS OF REFERENCE

The project governance arrangements, approved by the BVCC Project Executive Board in April 2020, recognised
the importance of and benefits arising from effective engagement and communications with relevant
representative bodies and groups on Barra and Vatersay. In addition, the Gateway Review Report published in
October 2020, recommended that “a Campus stakeholder forum as an advisory body to the project board” be
established.
The intended purpose of the BVCC CSAG is to facilitate an ongoing flow of clear communication among the
project governance structures, the representative bodies, their constituent members and the wider community,
and to support future engagement and consultation.
It was confirmed that he BVCC Project Executive Board had agreed the Terms of Reference included in papers
under Item 02 on CSAG’s Agenda.
The CSAG agreed the group’s Terms of Reference

ITEM 3:

PROJECT COMMS STRATEGY AND FREQUENTLY-ASKED-QUESTIONS PAPER (APRIL 2021)

The Project Communications Strategy for the BVCC project was approved by the Project Executive Board at its
meeting held on 26 November 2020 for implementing going forward. A copy of the Report that was presented
to the Board was provided to the group for information purposes.
In collaboration with communications teams from the Comhairle, NHS Western Isles and Hub North Scotland
Ltd, a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) paper was collated and approved by the Executive Board in September
2020 with an updated version circulated on 23 April 2021 which included a number of questions received since
the original publication. It is intended that the FAQs paper will be updated on a quarterly basis. Complementing
this is an over-arching project communications strategy setting out objectives, stakeholders, key messages,
communication channels and protocols.
Verbal updates on the progress of the project are currently provided by CnES’ Director for Investment Delivery
to the Local Area Forum on a fortnightly basis with a written update provided in Guth Bharraidh. It was reiterated
that any queries in relation to the project should be submitted to either CnES Director for Investment Delivery,
NHSWI Project Director or HNSL Project Director by usual forms of communication i.e. email or telephone for
responses.
Questions from WI Health and Social Care Locality Planning Group representative:
(i) What stage in the process was the decision taken to locate the campus on the site of the existing
school?
Response from CnES Director for Investment Delivery:
A master planning study was carried out on behalf of the Comhairle and SFT with results published late
in 2018. This study concluded that an integrated approach to the replacement of the existing St
Brendan’s hospital and Care Home and the Castlebay Community School would realise significant
benefits for service users, staff and the wider public. The subsequent feasibility study undertaken by
hNSL identified the provision of the integrated campus on the site of and adjacent to the existing school
as the preferred option. This was endorsed by the Comhairle and NHSWI at the end of 2019. The site of
the existing community school was chosen as the site of the proposed community campus primarily for
three reasons:
• It was determined that developing the existing site would enable the campus to be built in
Castlebay, the main township in Barra, on land which was already in CnES ownership and would
allow for the replacement of a series of existing buildings, which are no longer fit for purpose, with
a new high performance building capable of delivering services well into the 21st century. The
availability of existing services infrastructure to this site is also advantageous. The site also has very
good adjacencies to the primary area of housing in Castlebay, allowing the campus to act as a
community focal point by providing better access to a wider range of services.
• The reuse of the existing site, a brown field site, would make a greater contribution to the longerterm sustainability of the public sector estate and is a positive use of land in Castlebay for long term
development. To provide a wide range of services for the community, staff and visitors it was
important that these are located in a central position to encourage their use and also avoids the
risk of the site remaining undeveloped for a period of time in what is a key location for the island
of Barra. The site of the existing St Brendan’s Hospital and Care Home will become surplus to
requirements on completion of the campus project. The demolition of the existing property and
repurposing of this as area as an attractive brown field site will also contribute to the wider
sustainability of the project.
• It was not possible to identify another site within the Castlebay area which would be feasible of
accommodating all the areas of the campus. Areas of the land to the south west of Horve were
tested for capacity as part of the selection process but were found to be too small even if existing
properties located in the central area of this site were removed. This site also suffers from an area
that is subject to coastal flooding which further limits developments in this area.

(ii) Is there any guarantee that both in the decant period and in the new school that there will be a
guaranteed curriculum and no reductions to the current curriculum?
Response from CnES Director for Investment Delivery:
•

The provision of decant has been necessary due to the approach being taken in the construction
of the campus but we have accepted this from the outset and one of the key decisions that was
made in terms of the decant arrangements, is that we plan to procure modular decant units
locally. Their manufacture will contribute to the local economy in Barra and Vatersay and they
will be available for repurposing at the end of the construction period. The design, layout and
specification of these modular units has been developed in consultation with education
authority and school management. The aim is always to minimise the amount of disruption to
pupils, staff and the wider community during the decant and construction period. The delivery
team are also seeking to identify interim sports facilities for the period of time that the existing
games hall and swimming pool will be unavailable during them being demolished and new
facilities being provided.

Response from CnES - Senior Education Officer
•

Involvement of the Senior Education Officer was from an early stage with HNSL in looking at the
sites around the school and Eoligarry campus and also areas adjacent to the former Craigston
School. It was agreed that the most appropriate place was in Castlebay with it being closer to
the larger population in Barra. Consideration continues to be given to issues associated with
the proposed campus being sited on the north and south sides of the main A888 road.
Current focus is on the decant and how best this can be done. A lot of meetings have been had
to ensure that decant is as smooth as possible. It is inevitable that there will be disruption but
looking to minimise this as much as possible for all of the children from nursery to secondary
school. A lot of time has been spent out of school in the past 18 months therefore very conscious
of that time loss for pupils.

The education department pointed out that during the WISP project that there was no curricular loss during the
construction period of these schools when temporary accommodation was also having to be used.
As the Director for Investment Delivery was aware that the questions from the WI Health and Social Care Locality
Planning Group representative were also asked in the open forum of the previous week’s edition of Guth
Bharraidh, he is going to provide a written transcript in response to the open letter to provide the information
to those that might also have the same questions.
Clarification that CnES’ adoption of Option 1A was taken on 5 November 2019 and WIHB endorsed that decision
in December 2019.
As regards the provision of Home Economics, which is not currently being taught in Castlebay School, it is being
considered as an option going forward.
ITEM 4:

GENERAL PROJECT UPDATE

APPROVALS
Currently working with Directorates from SG Health, SG Education Directorates and SG More Homes Division
(MHD) with the aim that the campus is developed as a single project.
Following the recent cross-directorate workshop, it was agreed that the IBC submitted met approval processes
for all directorates and it was felt important that matters associated with project cost and affordability, and the
establishment of a cross-directorate approach to project approval and assurance, including clarification re a
need for the project to be considered by the NHS Heath CIG and some form of Final Business Case (FBC), be
concluded in greater detail prior to any follow-up review.

DECANT
Scope, design and layout has been substantially completed with the next step being the procurement of the
modular units. As regards sports provision it is expected that there will be football, badminton and a fitness suite
available during decant period.
CONCEPT DESIGN TO OUTLINE DESIGN
A number of elements regarding design have still to be concluded with the next stages of the planning process
to be submitted in May 2021 followed by further consultation following this application process.
TECHNICAL ISSUES
There are number of different Scottish Government directorates who have different requirements in terms of
energy performance, ventilation, infection prevention control and water management issues. On account of
this, the delivery team is looking to establish a coordinated approach across the campus which would address
the requirements of all these directorates. Health Facilities Scotland (HFS) and Scottish Futures Trust (SFT) are
the key partners that are being engaged on this going forward. All these requirements feed into the
development of Authority Construction Requirements (ACRs) and Room Data Sheets (RDSs).
Construction delivery partner, Robertson, are looking to develop a supply chain for subcontractors whilst looking
to use local resources as much as possible.
Looking into options available for the use of modern methods of construction, modular construction such as the
use of wall panels and prefabricated elements of mechanical electrical servicing.
SOCIAL VALUE AND COMMUNITY BENEFITS
The project Social Value and Community Benefit Working Group was established in November 2020 and has met
approximately five times to date. Part of this group’s aim is to contribute towards developing the Local Area
Action Plan with a coordinated approach to the repurposing of the assets that will be surplus to requirements
following construction of campus and also the modular units used during decant. The modular units have the
potential to be used for tourism or even short-term social housing.
The point was made by the Chair that it was important to note the separate approval processes required by the
principal SG Directorates and also that their commitment to this project is total. We hope that they are
persuaded to use the approval process which best suits moving the project forward as quickly as possible.
ITEM 5:

FEEDBACK FROM GROUP

NHSWI Hospitals Manager - Has design been run by the Counter Terrorism Security Advisors? – Early stages as
yet but in terms of other projects the process used was “Secure by Design” ranging from Counter Terrorism,
security around the school to parking. Police Scotland Representative to make their CTSO aware of the project
and for them to be prepared to contribute at the appropriate stage of design.
NHSWI Hospitals Manager - Infection Control – Pandemic Proofing the buildings – two accesses and entrances
required (Red Zone and Green Zone) – The campus is being designed in such a way that there can be an entrance
and an exit from each individual zoned area and can be isolated from each other but still maintain their
operations in isolation from each other, both physically and in terms of services. Also worth noting, is that the
whole campus is to be subject to HAI-SCRIBE (Healthcare Associated Infection Systems for Controlling Risk in the
Built Environment) which has been developed in the Health Care Sector for hospitals and Health Care facilities.
This methodology is to be applied across the whole campus. In collaboration with SFT, the campus is to be used
as a Case Study for possibly extending HAI-SCRIBE to other areas such as schools.

WI Health and Social Care Locality Planning Group Representative - Community Benefit –Expressed that the
important point, no matter what sector is spoken about, that any community benefit is for the children and for
the people that are in the Care Home and the hospital and they must have priority in ensuring that they have
the space and facilities that they require.
WI Health and Social Care Locality Planning Group Representative – Reduction in area for Quiet Room? – No
one around the table had been advised of any reduction in this area and this was confirmed at the Locality
Planning Group meeting.
WI Health and Social Care Locality Planning Group Representative – HWEC – How is this going to be managed?
– As regards HWEC, although it will be HHP that will own this part of the campus and it turn will be landlord for
HWEC tenants, it will be Health and Social Care and the IJB that will be responsible for providing the care services
to service users within the HWEC. There will be an Allocation Policy involving Social Work, Social Care and HHP
so that it is not a tenancy and there will be criteria that people will need to satisfy to be eligible to live there.
The Care Plan for those transitioning from the Care Home to the new model of care will follow with them and
there will be resource to ensure that there is continuity of care.
ITEM 6:

AOB

Castlebay School Parents Council Representative - Curriculum – Assurances that Education staff have been
working very closely with the Design Team over the last few months and continually looking at decant options
with a number of changes having been made in that period to enable classes to operate as near normal as
possible. Working closely with timetabler in the school to enable that we have the space for all the subjects to
happen.
Cobhair Bharraigh Representative – Still to be shown how HWEC will work as opposed to a Care Home - Head
of Social and Partnership Services quite happy to further discussions on this subject if required.
ITEM 7:

FUTURE MEETINGS

Future meetings of the CSAG intended to be held on a quarterly basis with additional meetings as required. Any
meetings of this group will be held in advance of the meetings of the Project Executive Board so that there are
no delays in responding to any issues that may be raised.
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1

GENERAL ISSUES

1.1

Why is it necessary to replace the St Brendan’s Hospital and Care Home and the Castlebay
Community School?
St Brendan’s Hospital was built in the 1980s and can no longer fully support the development and
delivery of clinical models that will care for the community in the future, is costly to run and
maintain, and hinders rather than enables health and social care integration.
The Community School comprises several buildings built in the period from the early to late 20th
century and were designed for an earlier approach to educational provision. The current school no
longer reflects the needs of the community for the integration of education, skills and jobs that will
support long-term island resilience.

1.2

Why has it been decided to bring health, social, education and community services for Barra and
Vatersay into a single community campus in Castlebay?
The need to replace the St Brendan’s Hospital and Care Home and the Castlebay Community School
was recognised by NHS Western Isles and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and provided the impetus for
the consideration of the development of a single campus project that integrates the wide range of
public services on one location.
The outcomes of the Barra and Vatersay Community Campus Feasibility Study, published in October
2019, supported the principle of an integrated community campus, and identified the development
of the site of and adjacent to the existing Community School as the preferred option.

1.3

What facilities are going to be provided as part of the community campus?
In terms of health and social care, the Community Campus will be part of a wider redesigned patient
and community-focused service that responds to population growth, demand increases, and cost
pressures.
The feasibility and design work carried out so far shows that the health and social care elements of
the Community Campus will include:
Two resuscitation and retrieval bays for emergency care
Three in-patient beds to enable stabilisation and observation
Multi-purpose consulting rooms
General practice facilities
Dental suite
Scottish Ambulance Service base
GP, hospital, social care, dental and ambulance services would, therefore, all be located together on
the Community Campus. In addition, there would be social care housing comprising eight fixed
tenanted units, and two living units for flexible use. Also included would be mortuary facilities.

Educational provision on Barra and Vatersay is also changing to reflect the different needs of how
pupils learn, what is expected by employers, and what would be beneficial to build a vibrant,
resilient economy on Barra and Vatersay. The traditional, centralised classroom style of teaching
that was experienced by many is now being challenged by the expectations of learners, availability of
technology, innovation from teachers, and needs of future employers.
The Community Campus offers an opportunity to design an approach to integrated education that
goes from early years to life-long learning, from early learners to adult returners.
Included within the Community Campus will, therefore, be nursery and preschool children’s
education and development, primary and secondary education, college courses, and life-long
learning opportunities for adults.
The project will also include the provision of a new games hall, swimming pool, fitness suite and
external playing areas including a full-size football pitch and multi-use games area (MUGA).

1.4

What will be the longer-term job benefits for the residents of Barra, beyond the period of
construction? How will this affect the employment prospects of women, in the type and number of
jobs?
A project Social Value and Community Benefit working group has been established with the
purpose of linking lasting benefits to the Barra & Vatersay Social and Economic Regeneration Plan,
the overarching vision of which includes the delivery of high-quality jobs in the community.
Work is underway to match benefits to community requirements and aspirations beyond the
construction period. The aim is to provide a wide range of benefits, including inclusive
employment opportunities across diverse groups, as a legacy of the project.

1.5

What can be done to ensure robustness of the lifts and minimal maintenance required? Is the
responsible authority prepared to budget for the maintenance and servicing costs? Can the
stairs and lift to the lower ground floor be replaced with a ‘Z’ shaped slope instead?

The sloping nature of the site has been used to create two ground floor entrances for the health
and education areas. An internal lift and stairs will also provide access to the upper level of the
school and from the GP practice to the hospital. Providing a ramp would mean losing a substantial
part of the dining area.
Although the detail is to be finalised, it is feasible that the lift can be regularly maintained by an
existing maintenance contractor who undertakes a similar service for lifts on South Uist,
Benbecula and Lewis. Remote technology will also identify any preventative measures required.
Site staff and local fire service personnel will also be trained as lift release wardens.

1.6

Concerns about massing of the building. Preferrable to be more spread out and less ‘imposing’.

Great care is being taken in the design of the building to mitigate scale. By using a maximum of
two storeys in height and breaking down the form into a series of connected parts arranged
around courtyards to the main road, we believe that the new campus will sit successfully within
the context of Castlebay and the wider setting.

1.7

Little provision for storage is shown on the plans. Will it be sufficient for the needs of each
department?

Storage is being provided in accordance with the space brief agreed with CnES, with increased
provision for dining storage and increased performance storage for the main hall. Additional
external storage could be provided by the repurposing of modular decant units when the main
campus is completed.

1.8

There should be more engagement on the design process and more frequent information about the
progress should be presented to the community.

Community engagement has been ongoing since summer 2020 and will continue with further
public consultation prior to formally submitting a planning application. Once lodged, the
proposals will be available for comment by the public.

1.9

Has it been considered extending the site footprint to resolve site issues? If so, have any formal
approaches been made to the landowner and/or crofting tenants?
The need for temporary access to or the outright acquisition of land adjacent to the proposed
development is being assessed. Discussions are ongoing with the owner and occupiers of the
relevant areas.
As previously indicated, options for the project’s decant arrangements are currently being
developed. Final details will be published at the appropriate time within the delivery process.

1.10

Is there another site that allows for the continued use of existing facilities without the need for
decanting and risk of crossing the busy A888 road?

We have been unable to identify another site within the Castlebay area which would be capable
of accommodating all the areas of the campus. We have tested areas of land to the west for
capacity as part of this process.

1.11

Will the main road be closed off for the duration of demolition and construction?
There are no plans to close the main road off, however there would be single traffic in operation
controlled by traffic lights system for certain works. The footpath on the school side of the road
will be closed temporarily for safety reasons when construction works are undertaken.

1.12

Concerns about crossing the main A888 road. Can a risk assessment be carried out? What is the
estimated cost of moving the road to the north of the planned development? Are there any
elements of the project that are not required to allow for rerouting of the road?

The estimated cost for diverting the road to the north of the planned development site is £7.5m
(excluding VAT). An initial road traffic assessment is currently being carried out to inform the full
risk assessment process. There is no element of the project not required that would allow rerouting of the road and meet the required project scope.

1.13

Overall provision of parking spaces seems insufficient.

The parking provision, to be agreed with the Comhairle as part of the statutory planning process,
will match the expected scale and timing of demand and be proportionate to the needs of the
development.

1.14

What is the strategy for the replacement of the removed trees and shrubs?
The landscape design will include tree and shrub planting to enhance the scheme and replace
parts of that lost with the development. Working with an ecologist we will propose species mix
that is suitable for the local environment and enhance the biodiversity of the area.

1.15

Suggestion for a provision of a garden area that is available for use out of hours, all year round.

There is opportunities within the streetscape to create garden spaces that would be accessible for
the community. Garden spaces will also be integrated to the landscape for use by the school,
children’s centre, and care facility. These could potentially have community access out of hours
subject to the operator’s agreement.

1.16

Where will the Changing Place Facility be located? As this project is serving the whole of the island
(visitors included) it is imperative that the CPF is accessible 24/7 and not just during the working
hours of the main building. Is this going to be provided?
The Changing Place Facility will be located close to the main entrance reception area. A key part
of the intent for the new campus is that it can be managed locally to maximise the availably of use
for the community.

1.17

Centrality of the police accommodation is inappropriate and of concern due to privacy issues.

Options associated with the scale and location of the Police accommodation is still under
discussion with the Police Scotland Estates Team.

1.18

What is the intended use for the police facility?

It will offer routine public and police services along with a separate short-term custody area.

1.19

I am concerned about the sound insulation and privacy of the central atrium.
An acoustician has been appointed as part of the design team to ensure the performance of the
campus. The use of appropriate finishes and acoustic panelling will give high levels of acoustic
comfort and privacy.

1.20

Is there a direct access from the school to the sports facilities?
Access to the sports facilities will be across the A888. However, the area between the buildings will
be redesigned to slow traffic and enhance pedestrian safety. The Comhairle has recently agreed to
the implementation of an experimental traffic order for a 20mph speed limit on the A888 through
the village; this will complement the proposed traffic calming measures to be incorporated in the
project.

1.21

Will there be a space for spectators next to the grass pitch?

A dedicated area for spectator seating is not currently provided, but scope to provide areas for
viewing will be subject to final site layout.

1.22

Why are the sports facilities not alongside the community café?

The community café facilitates part of pupil dining provision, and benefits from links with the
library/LRC areas and staff work areas, which is why it is located out with the sports building.

1.23

Concerns about community events and performance happening in the sports hall and the lack of
supporting facilities for these functions other than changing rooms and showers. How has it been
ensured that the sports hall can serve these additional functions?
The sports hall will have additional storage to accommodate performance equipment. Retractable
bleacher seating is also being provided along with audio visual equipment to allow the hall to
function for performance use. A space is also being provided to allow a temporary refreshment
area during performances.

1.24

Will the events space be provided with access to a kitchen to allow catering of weddings and other
events to happen?
A space is being provided in the sports building to allow a temporary refreshment area during
performances, although this will not have fixed kitchen facilities

1.25

How long will the community be without sports facilities?
There are challenges associated with the provision of temporary sports facilities during the
construction period. Part of the rationale for locating the new sports centre on the south side of
the A888 is to minimise the period the school and the community would be without the full scope
of these facilities.
The demolition of the community school is currently scheduled to start in April 2022 with the new
facilities available in June 2024 a total period of some 26 months. However, the new sports
facilities are scheduled to be available in July 2023, meaning the temporary sports amenities will
be provided for 16-months.

2

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE

2.1

Why is Stornoway getting a new care home while ours is being removed?
The provision of a new care home would not adequately meet the needs of the community due to
the variety of care needs within its small population. The housing with extra care model allows
support to be provided for a range of different care needs, tailored to the individual, providing a
level of flexibility and individual choice that would not be possible in a care home setting.
The decision to build extra care housing was based on the need to provide a more person-centred
service for the population of Barra. The care housing will be able to support individuals requiring
24/7 care with more personalised space and opportunities to choose how their care is delivered. The
development in Stornoway reduced the care homes beds being replaced through the provision of
extra care housing.

2.2

How will people with long term illnesses that require more than the four points of care, e.g.,
advanced dementia, be cared for on the island? Are we to expect that these people will be sent
away from their home and families up to the new Stornoway Care home?
The care model is for 24/7 care on site. It will not be staffed through a visiting care at home service.
A more personalised environment helps support people with dementia and other residents to have
their care environment suited to their needs. The services available on island will be able to care for
individuals as they currently do, with off-island treatment for specialist interventions, as is currently
the arrangement.

2.3

How would this affect the health and quality of life of these individuals? Given that people with
dementia are already losing their memories would it not be right and proper to keep them
situated on their home island surrounded by loved ones to help preserve what is left of who they
are?
Housing with Extra Care allows for people to remain on island providing whatever extra care is
needed based on an individual’s needs in what is their home, rather than the more institutionalised
setting of a care home, in close proximity to their loved ones and their community.

2.4

What would be the emotional impact on family members if they must travel to Stornoway?
As with residents in care homes in Lewis, Harris, Uist or anywhere else a minority may require to be
accommodated in specialist units. As is currently the case residents would only be accommodated
offisland if there is a clinical need for very specialised care; working with families to sustain people
living within their own home is a priority across all communities.

2.5

What would be the economic impact to both the island and individuals if forced to travel to visit
loved ones? The cost of the travel and time needed to take of work would have a negative impact
on people’s income and the general economy.
As stated previously, residents would only be accommodated off island if there is a clinical
need forspecialised care elsewhere.

2.6

If families are put in a position to either send their loved ones away or care for them at home
people may feel forced to choose the latter. This in turn would force them to give up work and
rely on state benefits (Carers Allowance) again this would have a negative impact on the economy
of the island as it is removing people from our working population. It was promised when looking
at the St Brendan’s plan no person would be sent away unless there was a medical reason and
would be taken home, not to another island at end of hospital care (on discharge). Will this not
lead to more bed blocking, which is already an issue?
As stated above, working with families to sustain people living within their own home is a priority
across all communities. The Barra and Vatersay Hub model also wishes to enhance the integrated
working to support people to stay within their own home for as long as possible.
Should that not be possible, the extra care housing is the service to support those within their own
communities. This approach also provides families with different opportunities to support their
loved ones as it is a homely setting with private space compared to that of a care home.

2.7

What measures are in place to keep people privacy protected? Given the huge increase in footfall
that is to be expected in and around this building and the close-knit nature of our island this could
lead to embarrassing situations and rumour about people’s health?
Final detailed design will be taking into consideration the important issues of privacy, dignity, and
respect. Such matters will be addressed as far as the buildings/facilities are concerned. The proposal
provides an enhanced environment for privacy with communal space for those that wish to use it,
and a private flat for those that do not.

2.8

There are dangers and unpredictable consequences posed by having people with mental health
problems situated near children. What measures are going to be put in place to make sure this
does not happen? Who will take responsibility if there is a serious incident given that this is a real
and identifiable problem?
Mental Health support, which is community based and has been enhanced, will continue. The
campus will have a place of safety to care for those patients with acute mental health presentation
that require transfer as happens at present. There is no in-patient mental health facility approved or
included in the health facility. Health facilities will have controlled entry and exits. Operational
protocols will be in place regarding patient management.

2.9

If someone is not legally allowed within X distance of children how are they expected to access
any of the services on the island if they are situated next to one another?
An individual’s access to services will be subject to a risk assessment and risk management plan. usually
be on a planned basis and as agreed with all the relevant services. Emergency access would be in line
with clearly set out service protocols.

2.10

Given the current pandemic worldwide with COVID19 (in addition to other infectious diseases)
and the rate at which it is spreading what measures are being put in place to protect the most
vulnerable members of our community, mainly the very young and very old.
We are continually learning about the Coronavirus and are optimistic about the effectiveness of the
vaccines being used. The advent of Coronavirus will bring further review and enhanced measures in
terms of the built environment and we welcome such measures. Single, and only single,rooms in the
hospital will allow more effective control and prevention of infection. The extra care housing
provides increased personalised space supported by infection control services to address the
management of infectious diseases.

2.11

Will there be a hospice?
A “hospice” facility will not be provided as part of the Community Campus project.
Palliative and end of life care will be provided in the community, in the housing with extra care, and
in the hospital environment, depending on the individual’s circumstances and wishes. Assurance has
been given that the hospital environment can be enhanced to create a more homely feel whilst
respecting the clinical considerations of the care to be delivered and appropriate facilities and
environment will be part of the detailed hospital design. We are grateful for the ongoing support
and input from the local community.

2.12

How are people employed by the NHS/CNES meant to raise concerns? I have met as many of them
as I could privately and there are some serious concerns about the project but all fear speaking up.
Staff have been involved since the outset. Staff in both organisations can raise any concerns through
their respective organisational formal and informal channels at any time. In addition, staff are
encouraged to continue to participate in the development of the proposal and have procedures
available to escalate any matter within their organisation.
Consultation took place as part of the development of the original site development, leading to the
approved Outline Business Case. Engagement will continue as design and build progresses.
Concerns can be raised at these events. It is important to point out that the health and social care
outline Business Case closed off the design discussions and therefore in particular hospital facility
accommodation and design is not something that can be re-opened.

2.13

What will happen to existing buildings owned by NHS/Social care? Could they be sold onto HHP
for housing? How could they be reused in some way? What would the environmental impact of
demolition be?
The current building is jointly owned by NHSWI and the Comhairle. The organisations have not
taken any decision yet regarding the future of the existing building.

2.14

Is there a specific aim for the community benefit clause from the NHS side of things?
There is always a community benefit clause in such health developments.

2.15

What capacity will the new hospital have in terms of beds?
Three inpatient beds, two resuscitation/retrieval spaces.

2.16

Given how remote our island is, the lack of ferry coverage, air service dependent on the tides,
would it not be prudent to have the services required (CPN/mental health care, elderly care,
dentist etc) situated on the island? We are frequently cut from these services. The island still
needs to function during these times of disruption which seem to be getting longer rather than
shorter.
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a national move to undertake consultations
and healthcare appointments virtually (i.e., via Near Me or telephone) where this is safe and
effective. It is anticipated that this will continue. Therefore, many of the appointments attended by
patients in Barra are likely to be held remotely in the future, where possible to do so. This will
increase availability of appointments for Barra patients, who will be ableto access an increasing
range of services from their own homes.
In terms of services which require face to face contact the placement of all services/resources is
driven by evidence of evolved need and levels of demand. All services, that following such an
assessment, can be safely, effectively, and efficiently delivered from Barra will be.
Mental Health services have been enhanced and a Dental surgery is part of the facility.

2.17

What laundry provisions are being made for the new hospital/home with infection control
procedures especially if ferry goes 4-5 days without sailing? Will laundry services be retained in
new build?
There is no hospital scale laundry within the proposed investment case. Laundry will be provided by
the Westerns Isles Hospital laundry in Stornoway.

2.18

There has been a commitment from the council that when it comes to the education side ofthis
project, jobs will not be lost and instead, it was promised that the CNES were committed to
decentralisation and that jobs will be relocated from Stornoway and relocated here. Can NHSWI
make a similar commitment? People from Barra and Vatersay are expected to travel off island for
almost all medical treatment, would it not be fair for this burden to be spread throughout the
islands.
There are no such plans for NHSWI staff to relocate, however as stated above the opportunity to
undertake consultations and healthcare appointments virtually, where this is safe and effective, will
mean that Barra patients will in the future be able to access an increasing range of services from
their own homes, so greatly reducing the need to travel off island.
NHSWI has no plan to reduce NHS posts in the new facility. NHS staff have pre-existing terms and
conditions of employment. In the event of change emerging, NHSWI staff are subject to a no
redundancy policy.

2.19

Right now, the people in the care home are catered for with fresh food cooked on the premises.
With what we know so far it looks as though this is to change to the 4 points of care style where
they will be given microwave meals? Would this not:
Mean a lessening in the quality of food
The loss of a job?
As stated earlier the model is not one of a visiting home care service. The extra care housing
residents will have the opportunity to decide how their meals are arranged with the community
campus offering the opportunity for a meals service on site. The original site plan was to have meals
provided as described. The quality of the meals is assessed nutritionally from a dietetic/nutritional
perspective and residents who require assistance with eating, as per their Care Plan, will receive
such assistance.

2.20

Can the design brief given to the architects be supplied and made freely available? This is a
project being funded by public money, to help the people of Barra and Vatersay so a more
transparent approach might help gain some of the trust that has been eroded thus far. In addition
to the brief, could the people of Barra and Vatersay also be supplied with the reasoning behind
why certain decisions are being made and for these to be in detail?
NHS Western Isles has a dedicated page to the Barra and Vatersay Community Hub at:
community-hub/
The original design brief for St Brendan’s is being incorporated onto the new site. The
accommodation schedule is agreed. The new site may offer different architectural design options.
Details of the community campus project can also be found on the CnES website at:
community-campus-feasibility-study/

2.21

Are social areas still being kept as part of the home side of the hub given the limited space? Social
interaction and being able to meet and have food in a communal area is important when
encouraging people to eat especially those living with dementia.
Communal space is included in the extra care housing to allow residents to enjoy social interaction
when they wish.

2.22

Will social interaction and stimulation be a part of living in the home side of the hub if people are
only getting 4 points of care or will care staff be on hand 24/7 as was originally stated with
stimulation and activities being part of their remit. Again, the model is not as described.
The hub proposal offers enhanced opportunities for the residents to access social space, throughout
the day and into the evening.

2.23

Will the home/hospital hub be on par with what was decided as being needed just 8 months ago
before the hub was proposed?
There is no reduction in specification.

2.24

Will we have a full-time dentist?
A new dental suite will be part of the facility. Dental staffing will match assessed population need.

2.25

Are NHS WI/CNES aware that there are no private care homes on Barra. Have they assumed there
is and is that the reason why ours is being removed?
The care home is the only provider of 24/7 care on island and the proposal is to replace this care with
the extra care housing.

2.26

Will the proposed bed sits be big enough for an elderly couple or is it singles only?
The extra care housing flats are intended for single occupancy. Experience to date is that single person
occupancy is the rule, although it is possible that there could be requests for exemptions to the rule,
and we may want to consider this in the future as policies evolve.

2.27

If people are expected to travel to Lewis to see their loved ones will the CNES/NHS cover the cost
of travel, accommodation, and lost wages?
As stated previously residents would only be accommodated off island if there is a clinical need for
specialised care, which is no different from the present. The Highlands and Islands Patient Travel
Scheme will apply to any patients and their escorts travelling to and from off island treatment. It
should be noted however that this scheme does not cover family members or others travelling to
visit patients in off island hospital or care settings, which again is no change from the present
arrangements.

2.28

Will there be accommodation for visiting doctors/specialists?
The new facility has consultation rooms and facilities for visiting services. Digital health services will
also be available via the ‘Near Me’ remote consultation resource, using the ‘Attend Anywhere’ digital
platform as a core part of the service.

2.29

Will there be additional office space, with relevant equipment for specialist who are visiting? (xray etc)
Yes; refer to above answer.

2.30

Will there or is there a possibility of remote consultant (VC?)
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a national move to undertake consultations
and healthcare appointments virtually (i.e., via Near Me or telephone) where this is safe and
effective. It is anticipated that this will continue and develop further into the future. Therefore,
many of the appointments attended by patients in Barra are likely to be held remotely in the future,
where possible to do so. This will increase availability of appointments for Barra patients, who will
be able to access an increasing range of services from their own homes.

2.31

Have the necessary measures been provided to ensure infection control and allow for physical
barriers to segregate groups of people?
The campus project will go through the NHS Healthcare Associated Infection Systems for
Controlling Risk in the Built Environment (HAI-SCRIBE) process to ensure appropriate levels of
infection control are provided. The design of the campus also allows individual area to be closed
off and accessed separately if needed, with distinct entrances for primary care, acute care, social
care, education, and early years.

2.32

Where will the ambulance station be located? Concerns about the location of the ambulance drop
off area within the shared plaza area can cause risk on the school site.
The ambulance drop off area is located at the eastern end of the site to maximise distance from
the school areas.

2.33

How does the layout of the GP practice and the hospital meet the needs for privacy, confidentiality,
and infection control?
The GP practice and hospital will all be accessed separately from the main campus, with their
own entrances and waiting areas to respect confidentiality. The design will also ensure robust
infection control measures are in place as part of the HAI-SCRIBE approvals process outlined
previously.

2.34

Are there enough parking spaces that are immediately adjacent to the GP surgeries for disabled
visitors?
The required number of accessible spaces will be provided in very close proximity to the main
entrances of the school, hospital, GP area, Social Care housing and Sports facility. The remainder
of the parking will be located further west to encourage active travel.

2.35

How is the deceased going to leave the building?
The deceased would be taken to a vehicle at the hospital drop off area via a discrete support
corridor to ensure there is no contact with the public.

2.36

How is privacy ensured to the visitors to the mental health care facilities, which is currently near the
school?
The GP practice and hospital can all be accessed separately from the main campus, with their
own entrances and waiting areas to respect confidentiality. These are at the opposite end of the
campus from the school area.

2.37

Concerns about replacing the care home with an extra care housing and meeting the future
increase in demand for such facilities. This can affect employment (in particular, female
employment). Is there any provision of facilities for people that cannot live independently?
NHS / CnES – The provision of extra care housing is based on the need to provide person-centred
services for the population of Barra and Vatersay. The care housing will be able to support
individuals requiring 24/7 care with more personalised space and opportunities to choose how
their care is delivered.
A more personalised environment helps support people with dementia and other residents to
have their care environment suited to their needs.

2.38 What assessment has been carried out regarding the current residents in St Brendan's care home and
their suitability for living in flats?
The care plans and supports will transition to the new service and be adapted to accommodate
individual preferences for support within the new environment.

2.39

Outside space will be very limited for residents in the Care Units.
A communal external courtyard is provided for residents in the heart of the building. Small
garden spaces are provided to each flat.

2.40

Has the University of Stirling guidance on dementia-friendly design been consulted with? In
particular, the design of corridors? Will there be any dedicated areas for physical and mental
stimulation?
Consultation with University of Stirling will be ongoing as the design develops. They have been
consulted by the project team already as part of original proposals for the St Brendan’s site

2.41

Is there a strategy to allow for any future expansions of the building?

There is no scope for expansion on the site, however the model of care which allows for people
to remain on island providing whatever extra care is needed is the same model as that provided
in peoples own homes. This allows for the model to be flexed within the community to meet
demand as it expands or contracts.

2.42

Can the social care facility relocate to another site to allow space to fit all school accommodation?
Can this eliminate the need to cross the road for the sports facilities?

Early studies considered the possibility of locating the Social Care Housing south of the A888.
However, it was a requirement of service delivery that it be in close proximity to the hospital and
health centre facilities.

2.43

Is it possible to relocate the care flats and allow views of activity going on – such as towards the
road/school/play area? This will be beneficial for their mental health.

The flats are orientated to north, east and south. The need to keep the social care facility on one
level for ease of operation means that flats will have different outlooks rather than all in one
direction.

2.44

Why has the integrated hub approach been chosen rather than reusing the current hospital site?

The existing hospital site was never large enough to cover the health and social care reprovision
and required the purchase of adjacent land. It should also be noted that the previous project
comprised smaller social care units than is now proposed in the campus and the larger units
would not now be able to be accommodated on the site originally proposed for the health and
social care reprovision.

3

EDUCATION AND LEARNING

3.1

Will Barra Children’s Centre (BCC) be given the opportunity to consult on the design of the space
inside and out?
Yes, the BCC will be involved in how the building is designed and how space is used as one of
several community partners.

3.2

If the BCC current services (8-10 hrs) can be delivered from the New Hub, will there be opportunity
to grow our services and develop further services with local partners. (e.g., NHS Exclusive use of a
space/room?
We would plan for what they are doing now, offer other opportunities re café etc. and consider any
business development they may be considering.

3.3

BCC has a lot of play equipment for children aged 0-12, both outdoor and indoor. Will we be given
space for storage of this equipment?
Yes, the BCC would be provided with adequate storage and space to deliver their service. Some
resources would be common such as reception, some storage, meeting rooms, training rooms,
resource rooms such as photocopying etc.

3.4

Can I also clarify whether there is an opportunity for the BCC to be part of the new hub but retain
the building for community use, for whatever this may be, should the community ask this?
Unfortunately, no. For the campus facility to be able to accommodate the BCC, their current
building would have to be demolished. However, the BCC would be compensated for the loss of the
building in line with a valuation provided by an independent third party such as the District Valuation
Office.

3.5

I am concerned about the size of the school and the allocated external space for older pupils. Will it
meet future pupil numbers demands? The roof play area will not be suitable to provide adequate
external play space due to Barra’s weather.
The space budget for the new school has been developed by the education consultant, Space
Strategies, based on projected pupil rolls provided by CnES, and incorporates provision for a future
increase in pupil numbers.
The potential roof play area is being explored as one way of enhancing external play provision for
learners.

3.6

Is there an assembly space in the school building that can also be used for performances and similar
events?

The main sports hall will be fitted out to allow use as a performance space and formal assembly
area. We are also designing the dining area to function as an informal assembly space for learners

3.7

Why are the classrooms not larger? Is there a dedicated classroom for each subject?

The space budget for the project which sets classroom sizes, and the type and number of classrooms
has been developed by Space Strategies, a specialist educational consultant in conjunction with
CnES. Scottish Government metrics give set areas per learner which dictates class size, and new
models of teaching have moved away from single use classrooms to avoid spaces being underused.
The campus design is based on this space budget.

3.8

Is there a private meeting room for parental consultation?

Yes, this is located close to the main entrance area.

3.9

Is there an indoor recreational space in the education areas, where children can socialise?

The space budget allows for a series of internal breakout spaces and the use of the dining/ informal
assembly area as places which can be used by learners for socialising. It is also proposed that older
learners could make use of the community café.

3.10

Will there be a wheelchair accessible toilet on the second floor of the school?
Yes, this will be provided in accordance with the Technical Standards

3.11

What is the fire evacuation procedure for disabled people on the upper floor of the school?
A temporary waiting space will be provided in each protected zone of each upper level with a
communication point to facilitate the management of the assisted evacuation.

3.12

What service will the Learning Resource Centre provide exactly? Is this going to lead to the removal
of the post of librarian from the island? Where will the hardcopy literature and logbooks, currently
in the library, be in the new campus?
The Learning Resource Centre (LRC) will provide a service and resources comparable to the existing
community library. Futureproofing is currently being assessed to ensure the accommodation,
resources, furniture, and equipment will continue to be fit for purpose.

3.13

Is there more information on the decant strategy and the costs?
The decant strategy continues to be developed with the Comhairle’s Education, Skills and Children’s
Services department and management and staff from the school and the Barra Children’s Centre in
developing and evaluating several options associated with accommodation, layouts, and locations.
The decant costs are included in the overall project costs. All operational impact costs will be met
within existing resource budgets.
It is currently envisaged that the decant facilities will be in place for the period Spring 2022 to
Summer 2024.The detail of the decant arrangements is being discussed and agreed with the
Education Team to ensure continuity of service.
At present 20 classrooms will be provided across the Children’s Centre, Early Years, Primary and
Secondary. Science and Technology Specialist Units will also be provided.

3.14

Will Eoligarry continue to operate as a separate school during decant? Will the primary pupils from
Castlebay going to be decanted over to Eoligarry?
The primary school at Castlebay Community School will be included within the proposed decant
campus, along with the early learning and Barra Children’s Centre, all with separate facilities while
Eoilgarry continues to operate as a separate school.

3.15

Would it be possible to phase construction to match demolition with buildings relating to the
secondary school being built in advance of its demolition and similarly for the primary school
buildings? If moving A888 to the north of the site is possible, will it be possible to phase
construction and allow for the school to remain in operation during the construction of the new
school?
This option was explored in detail; however, this was not found to be feasible for several reasons
including health and safety of pupils next to a live demolition/construction site, noise, site
constraints, land ownership issues and utility services cannot be split to serve different areas of the
existing building.

Appendix 4

Materials shortages

Materials supply to the UK construction industry is under severe pressure resulting in rising costs.

07May2021

The BCIS Materials Cost Index shows that, provisionally, materials prices rose by 2.7% in 1st quarter 2021 compared with the previous
quarter, and by 5.6% compared with a year earlier. The forecast for 2nd quarter 2021 shows an increase of 2.6% compared with 1st quarter
2021, and a 7.2% annual increase.
BCIS materials cost index – percentage change

Source: BCIS
Anecdotally, there has been a lot of concern about materials shortages this year, which is likely to be reflected in longer lead time, higher
prices and price volatility. Materials shortages are said to be the result of a number of compound factors: Covid19 has affected supply from
mills and factories; supply chain bottlenecks due to global demand shocks, container shortages and port delays; construction demand rose
quite sharply in the second half of 2020 after initial lockdown; increased administration at UK ports affecting imports and exports due to UK
EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement; sharp rises in shipping costs and temporary surcharges.
Shipping lanes have been extremely busy due to the world demand for manufactured goods during the pandemic. In the major ports of the
world, ships have had to wait to dock and some have been diverted, and unloading and reloading times have risen 200%, also exacerbated
by the blockage of the Suez earlier in the year. Ports in Asian countries, in particular, have been affected by the pandemic, both in terms of
loss of labour and social distancing. Container freight rates have quadrupled since the beginning of the year which, combined with global
container shortages reported in early 2021, has resulted in bottlenecks. As restrictions ease worldwide, it is anticipated that there will be a
shift in consumer spending from manufactured goods to services such as eating out, and visiting attractions, which may in turn result in
reduced demand and therefore lower shipping and freight costs. However, initially there may be pent up demand for manufactured goods
such as new cars, as Covid19 restrictions ease.
The price of some imported materials is expected to rise quite sharply as a result of increased administration costs and delays at UK ports.
The delays at ports are currently easing and are expected to improve over the first half of 2021.
Steel products, timber and aggregate have already had large cost increases in January/February 2021 measured by the BCIS Price
Adjustment Formulae Indices, but aggregates prices fell back in March 2021.
Materials costs  Percentage change 1Q2021
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Source: BCIS
According to the Construction Leadership Council, plastics, cement, timber, roof tiles, bricks and imported materials such as plumbing and
electrical products are in short supply. It should also be noted that the £1.6 billion funding for recladding unsafe blocks of flats could lead to a
shortage of cladding generally. The HS2 project is also being a drain on materials supplies.
Since the beginning of the year the IHSMarkit/CIPS UK Construction PMI has shown shortages of over sixty different construction materials
including bricks, timber, roof tiles, insulation and kitchen appliances in every month of this year so far. Overall, the number of construction
materials experiencing shortages and price increases is trending upward.
As steel producers start to ramp up production following the worldwide pandemic, the price of reinforcement could fall later in 2021, and
BCIS have currently allowed for falling prices in the second half of 2021. As a result, the price of steel reinforcement is expected to fall by 9%
in the year to 1st quarter 2022.
Most timber is imported for use in the construction industry, and world demand is exceeding supply. The Timber Trade Federation currently
suggests that UK demand will outweigh supply in 2021.
The cost of European Brent crude oil stood at US$44 a barrel in 4th quarter 2020. The outturn cost for 1st quarter 2021 was US$61,
representing a quarterly increase of 37%, and a 19% increase on a year earlier. At a meeting of OPEC+ earlier in the year, it was decided to
keep oil production fairly steady, although Saudi Arabia would continue to cut production in April. At the OPEC+ meeting in April, it was
decided to reduce oil production in May, June and July. Monthly meetings are to continue to observe the effects on the market. This partially
led to the jump in prices in early March. At current prices, US output is expected to increase significantly in the second half of 2021, with a
consequential fall in prices during this period.
The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) revised their forecast for the price of Brent crude to US$62 for 2021.
Brent crude oil prices – monthly average prices (US$ per barrel)

Source: USEIA
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